AN OPEN LETTER TO OUR MOVEMENT
By John Cartwright

On January 17th, 2018 the Canadian labour movement was plunged into a crisis with the exit of
Unifor from the Canadian Labour Congress and the launching of raids on bargaining units of
UNITEHERE Local 75. This open letter is intended as an urgent call for leaders in our movement,
at every level, to strive to find a solution to this potential rupture before it becomes
irreparable. And to allow time to explore solutions before hardening differences.
Unifor’s disaffiliation from the CLC has massive implications for federations and labour councils
across Canada – many have leaders from Unifor, and many rely on Unifor affiliation for their
financial stability.
I have a deep foreboding of where this division can lead. My first full-time union position was
not with my own union, but as a CLC Representative travelling the province trying to stop the
split in our movement after the international Building Trades unions withdrew in 1981. It was
bitter and divisive. It took more than ten years for the trades to return to the CLC. But by that
time relationships had been permanently damaged, and very few labour councils or federations
have been able to regain the active involvement of construction unions. Sadly, that decade also
saw a massive attack on the building trades across North America that devastated union
density in construction. It is a cautionary tale.
The key issues in that split 37 years ago were similar to what we face today. They revolved
around workforce rivalries, the relationship with the NDP, union democracy and Canadian
autonomy.
I was elected as a Representative of Carpenters Local 27 in December of 1982. My union was
locked into a jurisdictional war with Labourers Local 183, a bitter fight that broke out into allout raiding many times over three decades. I have been both an antagonist and on the
receiving end of raids, and both the Carpenters and Labourers have come under CLC sanction
for raiding. Unifor would face those same sanctions today if it had not disaffiliated. I can
honestly say that despite the tens of millions of dollars squandered in those efforts, the lives of
workers have seldom been improved as a consequence. On the other hand, when we were able
to undertake multi-union organizing drives in the construction industry during the 1990’s, we
succeeded in bringing union standards to thousands of members, and Toronto now enjoys the
highest level of unionization in construction anywhere in North America outside of Quebec.
In 2001, I was elected to lead the Toronto & York Region Labour Council. It is the largest in the
country, with resources and membership larger than many provincial federations. Our affiliates
committed to campaigns that brought decisive victories on a number of fronts, from defending
public services and industrial jobs to building a strong equity agenda and being a key
component in the Bill 148 victory.
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In that role I have been afforded the opportunity to meet with my counterparts in labour
councils of all sizes, across the geography of this country. Only a handful have full time officers
or staff - most are run by committed volunteers who juggle responsibilities in their own locals
as well as try to run collective campaigns on a wide variety of issues. They live on a shoe-string
budget, and seldom receive institutional support from staff of national or international unions
who live and work in their communities.
I have bargained with multinational companies and family-owned shops, with public sector
bodies and politicians at every level of government. As part of leadership of central labour
bodies for a quarter century, I have seen the best and worst of our behaviour, and learned how
hard it is to build and maintain solidarity among diverse unions and competing interests. In
reflecting on the current crisis, I draw on these experiences to suggest some key areas that
need to be addressed by our movement.
1.

Raiding has rightly been identified as a cancer in our movement. No matter how
passionate or committed people are when they undertake raiding activity, at the end of
the day it draws incredible resources away from our real task. Our first priority must be
organizing workers and reversing the decline of union density in our country. In the
coming months, every union in Ontario should be dedicating its full attention to helping
bring union voice to hundreds of thousands of unrepresented workers using the tools of
Bill 148. We need to fight for more labour law reform, including broader based
bargaining so that precarious workers can have a vehicle in which to achieve dignity and
economic justice. At the national level NAFTA calls for our urgent attention.

2.

Union democracy is a fundamental principle of our movement. No group of workers
should be held captive to an organization that does not serve their needs or respect
their voice. After long and painful debates on how to end raiding, Article 4 was
developed to offer workers a realistic option of fixing problems within their unions
instead of seeking another home. Since its adoption, the Article 4 process has generally
worked, but there is always the pressure by powerful affiliates to limit its application. In
a handful of cases workers left to join another union in an orderly fashion overseen by
the CLC. There have been few actual raids since its adoption.
But the disturbing events around the application for justification procedures by ATU 113
President Bob Kinnear showed a fatal flaw. What happens when a parent union disrupts
the process and carries out reprisals against the member applying? What happens if
another union is intentionally supporting the application, hoping to be the beneficiary of
a displacement application? These issues threatened to blow up the 2017 CLC
convention. They were assigned to a task force appointed after the convention, but at
some point we should allow a full debate on this contentious issue. How the integrity of
the process is safeguarded, and how top leaders around the CLC Executive choose to
uphold that integrity will be a test to our movement and may be an essential element to
resolving this crisis.
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3.

This crisis will severely affect labour councils. Many union leaders who now demand that
labour councils and federations remove Unifor from our ranks do not themselves ensure
support for those same labour bodies. The CLC Constitution Article 5.4 also calls for every
one of those unions to ensure their locals are affiliated to federations and labour councils,
but there is a silent wall of refusal to enforce that part of the constitution.
Some will explain how they have a culture of local autonomy and cannot force people to
belong. But there are clear examples of the best commitment – Steelworkers and Postal
Workers require mandatory affiliation, as did CAW before the creation of Unifor. OPSEU
reimburses 95% of the per capita any local pays to a labour council, while OSSTF has built a
strong network of support for labour council engagement. There is no reason for other
unions to avoid an honest discussion on what is their obligation if the removal of Unifor
from councils and federations results in crippling those crucial central labour bodies.
Labour Councils themselves will have to grapple with how they react. Some will opt to keep
Unifor delegates and locals active, others will seek to remove them. What is most vital is
that we continue to work together on key issues and campaigns, and maintain the
strongest possible personal relationships with every union activist in our community. It is
crucial for national unions that wish to enforce the removal of existing affiliates of labour
council to ensure there is an alternative funding stream in place, by enforcing affiliation of
all of their locals to labour councils. Nobody doubts that there must be penalties to stop
raiding but instead of immediately forcing Labour Councils into a divisive action, the CLC
should allow time for everyone to digest the implications of this split before imposing an
administrative answer to a deeply political problem.
Because at the end of the day, all politics are local. Members of Parliament, MLAs and
MPPs are elected in local ridings. They respond to pressures from their local constituents,
not just rallies on Parliament Hill or provincial legislature. Non-union workers and their
families see our collective impact in their own cities, towns or regions. Effective Labour
Councils are crucial to the power of our movement.

4.

Article 26 of the CLC Constitution says there will be minimum standards of selfgovernment. That was won in 1974 after fierce controversy over Canadian autonomy and
workers leaving their internationals to form Canadian unions. Since then, many
internationals have gone through a process of creating Canadian structures, which has
led to those unions being able to authentically represent the interests and distinct union
culture of Canadian members. Yet it is clear that those practices are not universally
applied.
However, a union being Canadian is by itself no guarantee of progressive or effective
practice. Many of us know the benefits of working closely with our American colleagues
who are leading tremendous struggles against overwhelming odds. Some of the difficult
dynamics we face in a time of Donald Trump and global trade deals can only be addressed
by an honest conversation about this issue, and a commitment of every union to develop
robust structures that reflect their unique realities and strengths.
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5.

There is an urgent need to create an organizing culture in the Canadian labour
movement. We cannot reverse the decline of union density and power unless far more
resources – staff, money and leadership time – are devoted to organizing unrepresented
workers. With Bill 148 in Ontario we have a unique opportunity to utilize tools that can
dramatically change the reality of life for hundreds of thousands, and in the process
help shape the politics of the coming decade. The ill-fated CLC review of organizing
carried out some years ago had no real mandate, and offered no solutions because the
political will of top leadership was lacking. Now is the time to have a fierce debate
across the entire CLC family about what “organizing to scale” would actually look like
in the face of dramatic changes to the nature of work.

6.

The topic of union renewal is full of landmines, but absolutely necessary. At its core is
the question of labour power, commitment to real social unionism, and equity. I work
with and admire many colleagues in the United States, who are hamstrung by
organizational and political decisions made by past generations. Fortunately, we have a
different history, which includes a commitment to coalition work and a social
democratic party that, despite its flaws, has been crucial to the extensive social policies
and labour laws we enjoy. As the working class of this country becomes truly multiracial in every region, we have to examine the urgency of achieving equity within every
institution in this country, including our own. There needs to be an honest assessment
of what we should look and feel like a decade from now. That may be a longer term
discussion, but we don’t get there without taking first steps in the right direction.

As we struggle with each other to find solutions to the current crisis, a vision of a powerful,
effective, inclusive union movement of the future needs to arise. That will provide guidance for
the steps we need to take in the coming weeks.
It will take courage on all our parts to get through this. There will be some bruises and setbacks
along the way. If leaders let personal grievances or institutional rivalry dominate the
discussion, we will fail, and it may take years to heal the damage.
I am cautiously optimistic that the foundation of our labour movement is solid enough to allow
us to survive, and grow. If we do it right, we will emerge with a movement that is ready for the
immense challenges of the years to come. We all have a part to play.

John Cartwright is President of the Toronto & York Region Labour Council
jcartwright@labourcouncil.ca
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